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� Introduction

The evaluation and prediction of the performance of a system are strictly related to the speci��
cation of the workload submitted to the system itself� Indeed� performance indices depends on
the resources physical characteristics� which are easily identi�able� and on the load elaborated
by the system� Due to the di�culty in reproducing the execution of a real workload� the con�
struction of a workload model is required ��	� The �rst step of this process is the de�nition of a
set of parameters able to characterize the workload� i�e�� to capture and reproduce the behavior
of the system in terms of the resource consumptions required during its execution�
Based of this description� a workload model is then constructed� identifying workload compo�
nents which are representative of the real workload�
In traditional sequential systems� parameters such as number of I
O operations and CPU re�
quired are su�cient to give insights into the real behavior of the application� In parallel systems�
the identi�cation of such parameters is a particularly important and complex process� due to
the variety of hardware and software components that in�uence the multiprocessor performance�
Indeed� in such environments� the static as well as the dynamic behavior of the application has
to be reproduced�
In this paper� a sensitivity study on the parameters able to characterize the workload processed
by multiprocessor systems is presented� In the next section� the most representative �static
parameters� derived from the analysis of the application� and �dynamic parameters� obtained
by monitoring the execution of the applications on a particular system� are presented�
In order to study the robustness of these parameters� a model of a parallel system� which allows
the de�nition and simulation of a workload� has been developed� In this way� it is possible
to correlate performance indices� such as response time� processor utilization and time spent
waiting for processor allocation� with the parameters selected for the characterization of the
application�
In Section �� this model is proposed and some of the obtained results are analyzed�

� Workload Parameters

In parallel systems the analysis of the algorithms execution requires the development of new
methodologies and the de�nition of parameters able to capture the dynamic behavior of the
algorithm itself�
These new metrics can be logically subdivided in �static and �dynamic� based on the method
through which they are obtained� Static metrics are derived analyzing the precedence graph�



and the execution of the application on a real system is not required� they re�ect the inherent
parallelism of the application� and are architecture�independent� These parameters give a pre�
liminary insigth into the algorithms characteristics� for example� the number of nodes in the
precedence graph gives a knowledge of the algoritms granularity�
Dynamic indices� instead� require the execution of the application on a real system� and re�ect
the parallelism and the concurrency related to the particular architecture� These metrics can
be described as a �curve or as a single value�
Speedup� e�ciency �see ��	� and e�cacy �see ��	� are some of the dynamic �single value indices
which can be used for the characterization of a parallel application� Indices such as �execution
pro�les and �execution signatures will be considered for describing the workload�
An execution pro�le� which represents� as a function of time� the number of processors simulta�
neously busy� can be obtained by monitoring� during the execution of the application� the events
related to processor activities� Fig� � shows an example of execution pro�le�
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Figure �� Execution pro�le�

This is a complex and expensive process because it requires the availability of software monitors�
which may introduce overhead and distortions in the e�ective measurements� For this reason� it is
sometimes more convenient to �approximate the execution times and the number of processors
required by the application by using average values� that is� mean execution time and average
number of �busy processors�
The dynamic behavior of an application can also be reproduced by means of its �execution
signature ��	� which represents the execution time as a function of the number of processors
allocated to the application� Note that the communication and computation components can
be recognized within the execution time� In Fig� �� the behavior of these two components� as a
function of the number of allocated processors� is depicted�

� System Models

Based on the previous described parameters� two models of parallel architectures are presented�
both based on queueing network paradigms� The multiprocessor system is made up of a set of
processors able to perform parallel activities� and it is connected to the external world through
a front�end� Both the systems are represented by means of open models� Hence� they are
completely de�ned by specifying the number of processors of the system� the arrival frequency
of the applications� together with the parameters selected for their description�
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Figure �� Execution signature of an application�

The system workload may also be represented by �classes of applications having di�erent
characteristics� Each of them is constituted by a set of sequential units of computation�
The models di�er in the logical organization of the processors� and in their associated activities�
The �rst model� depicted in Fig� �� has been developed with the aim of studying the bene�ts of
a characterization through �execution pro�les� and the approximation eventually introduced
by using �average values for the number of processors and execution times�
In this case� the application is represented by a precedence graph� as shown in Fig� �� where
each task has a mean elaboration time associated to it�
Following the distribution of the number of processors required by the application� a dynamic
allocation
deallocation of the processors has been adopted� in order to reproduce the detailed
behavior of the pro�le of the application�
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Figure �� Model based on �execution pro�le�

Figs� ��a and ��b show a few of the experimental results obtained using the two di�erent set
of parameters� In particular� the processor utilizations and the waiting times are plotted as a
function of the arrival rate of the applications which are considered to be statistically equal�
that is� belonging to a single class� From the obtained performance indices� relative errors have
been calculated� obtaining for the utilization� as an example� values ranging from �� to ���



Figure �� Application modelled through �execution pro�le�

A di�erent characterization of a parallel application has been obtained by means of the �execu�
tion signature� In order to use this parameter� the processors have been logically subdivided
into the model into communication and computation processors� as shown in Fig� ��
Due to the complexity in managing di�erent pro�les� in this case the application has been
characterized by means of the �average values of computation and communication times �see
Fig� ��� which vary depending on the number of processors allocated to the application� according
to the speci�ed signature�
An example of the results obtained is shown in Fig� �� which plots processor utilizations due
to communication and computation activities� The intersection point of the two curves cor�
responds to the �processor working set of the application� which leads to an optimal system
operating point ��	� When a lower or higher number of processors than the processor working
set is allocated� the bottleneck of the system may become the computation or communication
activities� respectively�
Some future evolutions of this study have been identi�ed� In particular� the implementation of
policies for scheduling of applications waiting for processor allocation and belonging to di�erent
classes have to be investigated� Indeed� the study of the relationships between the character�
istics of the application and the system state� represented for example by the number of busy
processors and their utilization� can optimize the utilization of the system itself�
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Figure �� Comparison of performance indices obtained through �pro�les and �average values�
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Figure �� Model based on �execution signature�
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Figure �� Processors utilization due to communication and computation activities�


